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Abstract
A distributed computing system is able to perform data computation and distribution of results at the
same time. Computing systems consist of many machines, which jointly constitute a large computation power
that would not be available on a single machine. The input task is divided into blocks, which are then sent to
system participants, which offer their resources in order to perform calculations. The computing of a block
produces a partial result, which is sent back by the participant to the task manager (usually one central node)
where all partial results are combined into the final result. In the case when system participants want to get the
final result, the central node may become overloaded, especially if many nodes will request the result at the same
time. In this paper we propose a novel distributed computation system, which does not use the central node as
the source of the final result, but assumes that partial results are sent between system participants. This way we
avoid the overload of the central node, as well as the network congestion. There are two types of distributed
computing systems: grids and public computation systems (called also ‘Peer-to-Peer computing systems’). In
this work we focus on the latter case. Consequently, we assume that the computing system works on the top of
an overlay network. We present a complete description of the P2P computing system, considering both
computations and result distribution. To verify the proposed architecture we use our own simulator. The obtained
results show the system performance expressed by the operation cost for various types of network flows: unicast,
anycast and Peer-to-Peer. Moreover, the simulations prove that our computing system provides about 66% lower
cost comparing to a centralized computing system.

Keywords: computing systems, P2P, simulation, overlay networks

1. Introduction
Distributed computing systems play a very significant role in today’s academic and
business world. This kind of systems consists of many machines connected to one
computational grid, which is considered as one virtual machine with a large computation
power. Distributed computing systems are applied to compute tasks requiring huge
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computation power which is not available on a single machine (even on a super-computer).
They are mainly divided into two categories: grid computing systems and Peer-to-Peer
computing systems. Grid systems are constituted by organizations and institutions and contain
a small number (usually up to hundreds) of machines [1], [2] connected using network links
of high efficiency. Grids may share many kinds of resources: computing power, disk space,
data, sensors, etc [3]. Resources are centrally managed using systems such as RMS (Resource
Management System) and cover the following aspects: customizability, extensibility,
scalability, etc. [4]. Scheduling is an important element of the grid that has a large influence in
the system efficiency [2], [5], [6]. It should include such issues as: resource discovery,
information gathering and task execution, concurrently with authorization, application
management and monitoring [5]. Many papers assume simplifications of the scheduling
model, correspondingly in this paper we focus on one aspect of scheduling, i.e., assignment of
computational tasks to computing nodes.
Constituting the computing grid system is a sophisticated task regarding both technical
and financial aspect. Therefore, other distributed computing systems – called Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) computing systems – have emerged in recent years [7]. These systems are built using
many private machines, which are most often home PC or Macintosh computers or even
gaming consoles. The user installs computing software on her/his machine and registers into a
selected computing project. Then, she/he receives data chunks to compute and send the results
back to the central node, where partial results received from users are combined into the final
result. Network connections used in P2P computing systems are regular home access links:
such as DSL or cable. This approach is much simpler than grids, since the only requirement is
to provide suitable software and to manage tasks and results (in the case of grid systems, also
physical machines must be maintained). P2P computing allows for unreliability of
participants – they may freely join and leave the computational grid, which is not used in grid
systems. The most popular P2P computing project is SETI@home (started in 1999), which
aims at looking for an extra terrestrial intelligence [8]. It is based on a BOINC architecture
[7], [9]. Projects based on the BOINC aggregate almost 2 million users all over the world with
over 5 million hosts having 5 TeraFLOPS of power (April 2010). Seti@home is the largest
BOINC P2P computing project (over 1 million of users), other popular projects are:
Einstein@home (250 thousand users – search for pulsar stars) and Climate Prediction (224
thousand users – climate change prediction). There are also other Peer-to-Peer computing
frameworks, including systems dedicated to compute one project, e.g. [10], [11].
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Grid systems are mostly centrally managed, what means that there is one central node,
which takes care of task preparation, scheduling and managing of results. P2P computing
systems may also use this model, but as home users contribute with their resources, they may
also want to participate in the results. This entails the problem of distributing the complete
result to each of the participant. In the case when the result is combined at one central node,
huge number of participants interested in the results and requesting it from one central
machine may cause the server overload or even denial of service. For instance, the authors of
Electric Sheep project [12] propose a distributed computing system, which renders artificial
forms of life – and allows participants to get complete animation. The animation is rendered
by participants, but combined into the final result at central node. The authors underline that
their system struggles with the problem of downloading the final animation from the central
node and plan to use BitTorrent [13] protocol to solve this issue.
In this paper we propose a new idea of a distributed computing system. Our system is
able to perform computation and result distribution at the same time. The main novelty is that
the system is not centrally managed – partial results are not sent back to the central node, but
transferred between nodes directly. Similarly to the BitTorrent protocol [13], in our system we
use a special node called tracker. The objective of the tracker in the computing system is
twofold. First, the tracker performs the scheduling, i.e., the node assigns individual task to
computing nodes according to received requests. Second, the tracker maintains and offers the
current database including information on location of already calculated results.
Distributed computing systems are often modeled with a static approach, which
assumes the creation of a static optimization model (including decision variables, constraints
and objective function) [14], [15]. Other popular approach to research on distributed systems
is the simulation – which is based on dedicated software and aims to act as close to a real
(modeled) system as possible.
The considered P2P computing system works in an overlay mode and uses the Internet
as a transport layer. The overlay approach assumes that the network includes two layers:
upper application layer and lower transport layer [16], [17]. The transport layer provides
direct connectivity between overlay nodes. Moreover, some Quality of Service guarantees can
be assured by the transport layer. Each node (participant of the computing system) is
connected to the overlay network by an access link with specified download and upload
bandwidth expressed in bps.
The motivation for this paper is to propose a novel approach to distributed computing
systems, as today’s systems do not provide effective mechanisms to deliver results of
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computations to all participants. Main contributions of this paper are as follows. (1) A novel
architecture for a P2P computing system considering both computations and results
dissemination. (2) Decision strategies developed for computing nodes participating in the
system. (3) A simulator of the proposed distributed computing system implementing various
types of network flows (unicast, anycast and P2P). (4) Simulation results showing the
influence of network flow and proposed policies.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the P2P computing
system in detail. Section 3 includes the description of the simulator developed to examine the
proposed system. In Section 4 we show results of the experiments. Section 5 includes the
related work. Finally, the last section concludes this work.

2. The proposed Peer-to-Peer computing system
In this section we present the architecture of a new P2P computing system. The main
objective of the system is to minimize the OPEX cost of the system compromising both:
computing and transfer costs. The former element refers to operating costs related to
computation (e.g. energy, maintenance). The latter cost is the delivery cost in the overlay
network usually defined for each pair of nodes (e.g. lease cost of the access links). We assume
that the system is collaborative and all participants want to get the whole result. However, our
architecture could be also easily used to model the situation when only some of participants
download the result.
The system consists of many machines connected into one logical structure. It takes
sophisticated computational task as the input, which is then computed by participants. Idea of
distributed computation is used like in many systems such as grids [1], [2] cloud computing
[18] and P2P computation systems [10], [7]. As delivery of all results to each participant
introduces significant network traffic, it is essential to provide effective distribution
algorithms. Like in most of distributed computation systems (e.g., Seti@Home and many
others based on BOINC [7] framework) the input data is divided into uniform blocks (we call
them source blocks), which are sent to system participants in order to be computed. BOINC
systems assume that the result of computation (result block) is sent back to the central node,
which collects all results for further processing and analysis. In contrary, our research
considers situation, when all system participants are interested in the final results and results
are not sent back to the central node, but they are disseminated over the network to all
requesting users. Examples of this problem include: distributed images rendering or 3d
movies distribution rendering, where all participating users want to see the result of rendering.
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In the case when the central node is used to combine partial results into the final result,
download performed by many users cause high load and congestion problems at the central
node. We investigate how to bypass the central node and use the advantages of various flows,
to optimize result distribution.
Let us now describe the details of our system architecture. It contains two types of
elements:


nodes – regular machines that do computation and exchange results between each
other



tracker – a central element, which assigns source blocks to nodes. It is also used as a
database about result locations, what is similar to the idea of tracker node in
BitTorrent protocol. Each node has its own locations base, which is periodically
updated with data obtained from the tracker.

Fig. 1. Operations in a simulations system

A node requests the source block from the tracker when it has free computation
resources available (operation 1 in Fig. 1). The tracker responds with the source block if
available (operation 2) or signals that no more source blocks are available for computation,
i.e., all blocks included in the current computing project have been assigned to nodes for
computation. When the node receives such information, it stops requesting new blocks from
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the tracker. The node has to compute at least one source block (operation 3), to become the
participant of the project. The tracker stores information about project participants and does
not provide information about results locations for nodes, which are not present on the
participants list. This way the system protects itself against unfairness – every node has to
contribute to the system in order to obtain final output results. A node that wants to get the
result, which was computed by other node, sends a location request to the tracker (operation
4). Then, the tracker responds with known locations (operation 5). The node selects one of
them according to the selection policy (decision strategy). To make the tracker locations’ list
complete, the node sends the update to the tracker every time it acquires a new block available
to send. This happens in two cases: the node has finished computing the source block or the
node has finished downloading the result block from the other node.
All elements of the system (nodes and tracker) are connected through the overlay
network, which is the Internet in our case. This way we consider a network as one unified
structure, that provides a direct connection between every two elements connected to this
network. We do not consider how such connection (in our case: between two IP addresses) is
established, as this happens at the lower layer (routing). Thus, a full mesh of connections is
assumes – each peer can directly connect to any other peer.
Each node (denoted by index v = 1,2,…,V) is characterized by several parameters
describing its ability and effectiveness in joint cooperation. Power of CPUs of each node is
expressed by the processing power factor denoted as pv. This factor describes the ability of a
node for computing source blocks. Also other type of hardware components may be included
into pv, as this is often to use various type of hardware for P2P computations (e.g., graphical
processing units or whole Sony Playstation devices may be used for regular data
computation). Each node is connected to an overlay network through a link, it is often DSL,
cable or even wireless GSM/3G access type. Thus, we define upload speed uv and download
speed dv for each node participating in the P2P computing system. For the tracker we do not
define neither the computing power (as it does not compute blocks) nor the link speed. We
motivate this simplification by the fact that the tracker element in popular systems like
BitTorrent or the centralized element in BOINC system is usually a large machine with high
speed network link. Nodes operate simultaneously and autonomously. Each node may
perform many different actions at the same time: send a request to the tracker, send a request
to other node, compute source blocks, send and receive result blocks from other nodes.
Node’s resources – upload speed, download speed and processing power – are
managed using channels. In each type of the resource, there is one channel dedicated to the
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communication with the tracker. Since the overhead of processing and transmission of
signaling messages between the peer and the tracker is relatively small compared to other
operations of the node, only small amount of each resource (link speed and processing power)
is assigned to this task. The rest of each resource is divided proportionally into a fixed number
of channels (e.g., 4). The processing channel is used for computation of blocks. Consequently,
in a given moment of time, the peer can process a limited number of blocks. The upload and
download channels are used to send both data (blocks) and signaling messages to other peers.
Note, that the channel is occupied until the operation is finished. This way the node may
handle many independent tasks at the same time. The idea of channels follows from the
BitTorrent system, in which each node can have a limited number of active peers and the
default value of this parameter is 4 [13].
Nodes and the tracker may interact between each other by sending signaling messages.
We distinguish the following kinds of messages in the system:
 source block request – is sent to the tracker from a node, which wants to obtain a new
source block for computing;
 tracker update – is sent to the tracker from a node that starts to posses a new result
block available for download, this message updates the tracker’s location list
 block location request – is sent to the tracker from a node, which wants to receive a
current list of nodes that posses result blocks;
 download request – is sent from a node that misses a result block to another node,
which has the requested result block available for download. It must be confirmed by
the download acknowledgement message;
 download acknowledgement – this message is a positive reply to the download request
message;
 block location list – is sent from the tracker to a node, requesting the current list of
blocks’ location, this a reply to the block location request message.
Each node keeps two queues to process received messages. The former one is devoted
to download request message. Each incoming request is placed in the queue and processed
according to the selected decision strategy, which are described below. The latter queue
contains download acknowledgement messages and analogously is managed according to
selected strategy.
The P2P computing system we present in this paper is not centrally-managed, even
though the system contains the tracker. Each node uses the same decision policy (strategy).
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Decisions are taken by each participant individually according to its current knowledge
including the following information:


list of missing result blocks;



transfer costs to other peers;



index of the rarest block in the system.
The first information is updated by the peer according to completed operations (both

processing and downloading of blocks). The other data is monitored and provided by the
tracker.
We specify three main decisions for which we define policies in our system:


missing block selection – the node that misses some blocks selects one of them for
download. Here we propose two policies: First-Missing and Rarest-Missing. The
former one assumes that the first missing block will be attempted to download. This
works similarly to many P2P systems, where blocks are requested in order they
combine into the desired file. Using the Rarest-Missing policy, the node checks which
of its missing result blocks is the rarest result block in the system. Such block is
requested to download. This information on the rarest block is provided by the tracker.
However, the accuracy of the selection is limited to knowledge available at a node
while selection is made. The idea of the rarest block is widely discussed in the context
of P2P systems, e.g., in [19].



source node selection – when a node needs to download the selected missing block,
then it has to determine where to send the download request. This choice is made
based on one of two following policies: First-on-the-List and Cheapest-Owner. The
first method assumes that the first node from the list of desired block owners is
selected. List of nodes having the desired block is obtained from the tracker and it is
not ordered. The second policy (Cheapest-Owner) allows the node to analyze all nodes
from owners list and select the node according to the settled criteria. This criterion
may be cost, link speed, number of hops, etc. This way we get a system, which works
with regard to optimizing one of many criterion factors.



request selection – each node receives download requests from other nodes. As in
many Peer-to-Peer systems, such requests are queued for later processing. This
decision determines how such queue will be processed. Here we propose two policies:
First-Available and Cheapest-Available. The former policy is the implementation of a
FIFO queue, where the first received request is processed first. The CheapestAvailable policy assumes that node having bandwidth and other resources available
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may select the request freely from all available in the queue. The criterion is the cost.
If we assume, that our objective is be amount of data sent by requesting node, then this
policy will resemble the tit-for-tat algorithm used in BitTorrent.
Decision strategies are described formally using in a pseudocode on Fig. 2.

Decision A: missing block selection
First-Missing:
Let Missing(v) return a set of blocks that
are missing on node v. Let MinId(A) return an
index of a block with a smallest value of the
identification number included in set A.
int First-Missing(int v)
{
return MinId(Missing(v));
}

Rarest-Missing:
We assume that function RarestBlock(A) finds
the rarest block among blocks included in set
A. This information is provided by the
tracker, which has the global knowledge on
the blocks' availability on each node.
int Rarest-Missing(int v)
{
return RarestBlock(Missing(v));
}

Decision B: source node selection
First-on-the-list:
Function GetOwners(b) returns the set of
nodes which own block b (thus may send this
block to other node). This information is
provided by tracker according to its
knowledge. This set is not sorted and nodes
are placed in order update messages arrive to
tracker. Let FirstFromSet(A) return the first
element from set A, and b denotes block which
is to be download by node v.

Cheapest-owner:
Let function MinCost(v, A) return the id of
node, from which transfer cost is smallest to
node v. Returned node id is selected among
node set A.
int Cheapest-Owner(int v, int b)
{
return MinCost(v, GetOwners(b))
}

int First-on-the-list(int b)
{
return FirstFromSet(GetOwners(b));
}

Decision C: request selection
First-available:
Let FirstRequest(v) return an index of a
request which was put into the queue at
earliest time among all request in the queue.
Queue is owned by node v.
int First-Available(int v)
{
return FirstRequest(v)
}

Cheapest-available:
Let MinRequest(v) return the id of a request,
which was sent by a node having smallest
transfer cost to node v. Request is chosen
among requests present in the queue owned by
node v.
int Cheapest-Available(int v)
{
return MinRequest(v);
}

Fig. 2. Decision strategies in a pseudocode

The objective of the system is to minimize the operation cost of the system. We
assume that the processing cost of each block includes the cost of the source block download.
Therefore, we do not consider the cost of block transfer between the tracker and the node.

3. Simulation system
In this section we describe our concept of a discrete simulation system named CDSim
(Computation-Distribution SIMulator). Unlike other network simulators (e.g., NS-2), our
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system is designed to simulate both computations and distribution of obtained results. The
architecture of P2P computing system presented in the previous section was implemented into
a real simulation system. The simulator includes all elements of the computing system: nodes,
tracker and decision policies. It also allows to use several types of network flows: unicast
(results may be downloaded only from the node which computed it), anycast (traffic is routed
through replica nodes) and pure Peer-to-Peer flow (results may be downloaded from any node
which has the desired result block available).
We use the concept of time slots to model the time scale – thus our system is a discrete
event system. The duration of each time slot is constant. One slot denotes the smallest
considerable time period, during which a node may perform action, which does not require a
reply from other elements. As described in the previous section, node resources are divided
into channels – this way we can easily model the usability of a given resource. Technically,
CDSim was written in C++ with use of STL and compiled using gcc (for Linux environment)
and Visual Studio 2003 (for MS Windows environment). Parameters of simulations are set by
a command line, detailed results of simulation are saved to a text file. Many levels of details
logging are possible to be set. Input data (network structure, computational task, etc) is given
as a text file with a standardized structure, what allows easy repetition of the simulation for
one network. This file we call network file and it contains the following elements:
 number of nodes;
 number of replicas (used for anycast flow);
 cost of block computation for each block;
 cost of block transfer between each pair (logically as triangular matrix);
 number of iterations;
 task (blocks);
 upload and download speeds for each node;
 computing power of each node;
 number of channels.

The example networks are generated randomly according to fixed ranges of parameter
values selected to model real network systems (e.g., access link capacity, processing power,
transfer cost).
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To illustrate the CDSim system we present a simple example using a Gantt graph (Fig.
3). The considered network consists of three nodes. Peer-to-Peer flows are used to deliver the
results of computations. Each node is connected to the tracker with a pair of channels: upload
(denoted as gT) and download (denoted as hT). Using the upload channel the node can send to
the tracker one of three messages: block location request (denoted on the graph as L) source
block request (denoted as C) and tracker update (denoted as U). In the opposite direction (on
the download channel from the tracker to the node) the block location list message (denoted
as L) can be transmitted as well as the source block (denoted as C). Moreover, each node has
3 processing channels (denoted as ji, i = 1, 2, 3), 3 upload channels (denoted as gi, i = 1, 2, 3)
and 3 download channels (denoted as hi, i = 1, 2, 3). Each channel is represented by one row
in the graph. The considered computational project is divided into 7 tasks (blocks). A colored
rectangle denote the operation on a particular channel (see the legend below the graph). The
number placed in the center of each rectangle identifies the block, while the number is
brackets shows the index of the corresponding node. White color denotes that the channel is
idle. The processing channel can be occupied with processing of blocks. Download and
upload channels can be used to exchange both signaling messages (download request and
download acknowledgement) and data (result blocks) with other nodes.
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Fig. 3. A Gantt graph of ax example simulation

Each node sends to the trakcer the source block request and the block location request
in slot t = 1 (denoted as C and L). The tracker replies with source blocks (denoted as C). The
computation of the block can take different number of time slots according to computation
power of each node. Until slot t = 7, nodes receive empty location list (block location list)
from the tracker, since no blocks are yet computed. Starting from slot t = 5 nodes do not send
source block requests, since all 7 source blocks are already assigned for computation. Block
b = 2 is available to nodes in slot t = 7, therefore in slot t = 8 nodes v = 1 and v = 3 send
download requests to node v = 2. Next, node v = 2 sends download acknowledgements back,
so requesting nodes start downloading in slot t = 10. Block b = 2 is sent to nodes v = 1 and
v = 3 with different speeds, according to the access link speeds of each pair of connected
nodes (the transmission speed of each block is selected as the maximum possible transmission
speed for the two communicating nodes). It is worth to notice, that even though node v = 2
uses decision 3 (request selection) to select requests from the queue, both requests are
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answered. In case when node v = 2 would have only one upload channel available in time slot
t = 9, only one request (selected according to the particular strategy) would be answered. This
kind of situation may be observed in slot t = 14, where nodes v = 1 and v = 2 send download
requests regarding block b = 6 to node v = 3. Node v = 3 selects only one request and sends
the download acknowledgement to node v = 2. The example of the source node selection
decision may be observed in time slot t = 15: node v = 3 wants to download block b = 5.
According to its knowledge, block b = 5 is available for download from nodes v = 1 and v = 2.
Using the given strategy, node v = 3 selects node v = 1 and sends there the download request
message. When all download channels are busy, a node does not send further download
requests – this situation may be observed in the case of node v = 1 during slots t = 11...13.
Also, a node may be unable to send download requests, when it is busy with sending blocks
to other nodes – see node v = 2 during slots t = 11...13.

4. Results
The simulator described in the previous section was applied to examine the proposed
architecture of the P2P computing system. The performance metric reported in the
experiments is the OPEX cost of the system including computing and transfer costs. We
created 10 systems defined by the number of nodes, blocks, iterations and other parameters
(Fig. 4). Other parameters (access link capacity, processing power, transfer cost and
processing cost) were generated at random according to parameters of real overlay systems.
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300
250
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200
150
100
50
0
0

1
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Network ID

Fig. 4. Parameters of tested networks

The first experiment was focused on the evaluation of decision policies proposed in
Section 2. Results show that the use of various policies has insignificant influence on the cost
for unicast flow, because unicast is not much flexible in a terms of the data transfer.
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Moreover, the Rarest-Missing policy in the case of the unicast flow and concurrent use of
Cheapest-Available, Cheapest-Owner, Rarest-Missing policies set in the case of the anycast
flow causes a starvation effect (some nodes were not able to get all result blocks in a given
time). The P2P flow was fully unaffected by the starvation effect. Moreover, in the case of the
P2P flow, the use of {First-Missing, Cheapest-Owner, Cheapest-Available} policies instead
of {Rarest-Missing, First-on-the-List, First-Available} significantly decreases the cost, so the
quality of delivered solution is much better (differences up to 60% for the P2P flow and up to
20% in the case of the anycast flow).
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Fig. 5. The OPEX cost as a function of various types of flows

For further experiments we selected the following decision policies: First-Missing,
Cheapest-Owner, Cheapest-Available. The next goal of simulations was to compare the
OPEX cost for the following three types of network flows applied for data distribution:
unicast, anycast and P2P. Fig. 5 reports the corresponding results for the same 10 systems. We
can easily notice that the computing system using the P2P approach significantly outperforms
the systems with unicast and anycast flows – the average reduction of the cost is 70% and
55%, respectively. Moreover, the unicast flow is the most sensitive to the growing number of
nodes (57% difference between the minimum and the maximum cost), blocks and other
parameters characterizing the size of the problem. This follows from the fact that the unicast
flow is less flexible than P2P and anycast flows. The Peer-to-Peer flow with no additional
restrictions for choice of sending nodes is the most resilient against problem growth and was
able to keep a small increase of the cost for all tested networks (46% of difference between
the minimum and the maximum cost). The P2P approach provides the best solution for all
experiments, while the unicast flow always yielded the worst solution in terms of the cost.
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Furthermore, we conducted experiments to evaluate our distributed system against
standard, centralized computing systems. In the simulator system we implemented a
computing system based on the BOINC architecture that uses one central server to collect the
results data and next send the data to all participating nodes. We considered two cases related
to the server location:
(i)

the server location is not optimized, i.e. the distance to each node is the
average of all other distances (denoted as C1);

(ii)

the server is placed in the best location of the network minimizing the
distance to other nodes (denoted as C2).
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Fig. 6. The OPEX cost for distributed system with P2P flows (P2P), centralized system without optimization of
the server location (C1) and centralized system with optimization of the server location (C2)

The results presented in Fig. 6 show that the distributed system considerably reduces
the cost compared to centralized scenarios C1 and C2 – the average decrease is 70% and 66%,
respectively. This experiment proves that our distributed architecture compared with the
centralized approach can provide substantial gains in the terms of the OPEX cost.
The next research goal was to investigate the influence of joining new nodes into the
system, keeping the amount of processed data at constant level. In this case, the cost increases
for all network flows (the same policies set was used as in previous experiment). This relation
is satisfied both for computation costs and transfer costs (consequently also for the total cost).
Joining new nodes was repeated – and for each “new” network (previous network with a new
node added) the simulation was executed. As the amount of data was constant, for each
experiment we reached the point, where no feasible solution was yielded – because network
bandwidth was too small to disseminate all results to all nodes and not so much data was
available to satisfy fairness condition. The number of nodes at which the system stopped
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returning proper solution was different for each network flow – the Peer-to-Peer flow always
stopped at largest node number, unicast always quitted first, anycast was always in the
middle. Similar results were observed for another experiment, in which we increased the
amount of data in the network, keeping all other parameters constant (including processing
power, network bandwidth, etc). The P2P approach always reached highest number of blocks
processed. Thus, the P2P flow yielded the smallest cost and was resistant for undesirable
phenomena such as the node starvation. Moreover, the P2P approach provided the best
performance in the case of joining new nodes to the network and increasing the amount of
data present in the system.

5. Related work
Grid systems are most often considered through the aspect of scheduling, as a
significant issue for grid efficiency. The authors of [20] proposed the policy of assigning
resources to grid participants. The problem was formulated as a variant of a multichoice
multidimensional knapsack problem. Described policies were investigated and proven to be
efficient. Static modeling of grid systems was proposed in [5], which also describes grid
resource management in scope of authorization and monitoring. Other approach to grid
management was presented in [4] and considered resource monitoring, resource scheduling,
and usage of network links and storage resources. The authors of [10] introduced a distributed
computing system, which is dedicated to render images. In contrary to previous approaches –
which required presence of much amount of data on each participating node – the proposed
system uses a division of images into primitives, which are then replicated on many nodes.
Results of rendering are sent to the central node, where they are combined into final result
image. Hughes and Walkerdine [11] presented a distributed computing system designed to
process video files using Peer-to-Peer structure. This system also uses central node to produce
the final result video file.
Most of distributed computing systems assume that source blocks (created as result of
division of input task into blocks) are fully independent – what means that particular node
does not need to know about other blocks to compute block assigned to itself. GTapestry
model presented in [21] allows for using relations between blocks – they may be dependent
between each other. Nodes are classified into groups, which then compute groups of blocks
connected with relations. Nodes may communicate inside groups (intra-communication) or
between groups (inter-communication), what allows managing blocks’ dependencies to get
the final result.
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Concepts of distributed computing systems and Peer-to-Peer networks share many
common ideas. Both approaches consist of many elements performing the specified roles. The
concept of merging computation and Peer-to-Peer ideas was presented in [22] – authors
described differences, approaches and problems occurring in these two kinds of systems. Fox
et al. described the conjunction of grid and Peer-to-Peer systems, also introducing additional
communications layer using XML to describe data and messaging between elements of the
system.
Network simulators most commonly use a similar form of internal architecture, based
on discrete simulation idea. This approach assumes the use of an internal clock, which divides
simulation time into a set of time slots. The length of the time slot determines the accuracy of
the modeling. Discrete event simulator contains the following elements: internal clock,
events, random value generator and monitoring modules [23]. Internal clock handles all issues
related to step-by-step modeling – either one or more events are possible to happen during one
time slot. Events model all real occurrences that are considered during simulation – they may
be distributed using simulator’s event generator and stored in event queue [23] or issued by
any other network element, such as servers, peers, etc. Some of simulation details are often
based on random generated values – as many things in real systems occur influenced by
random factors and real systems are never fully deterministic. Examples of such details are:
 packet latency,
 best peer selection,
 order of messages sent at the same time and arriving to same queue etc.
Thus, each discrete simulator contains a pseudo-random number generator, and its
randomness quality is very important in terms of the quality of the whole simulation. It is vital
to underline how the simulation ends, to avoid the system to run forever – and such condition
is most often required by simulation systems. The other approach to simulation is the eventdriven simulation, which is based on the idea, that the time of simulation advances only when
simulation events occur [24] (in the case of the discrete simulation, time slots advance no
matter events occur or not). This approach have not become very popular, as discrete event
simulation emerged to provide highly satisfying results. However, there are extensions of
discrete simulation proposed, such as RTNS [25] or a hybrid approach for timing [26], which
are introducing event-driven ideas to discrete simulation and are used to model wireless
sensor networks.
Many authors use popular simulation tools such as NS-2 [27] and OPNET [28]. These
systems focus on research in following fields: network topologies, network protocols, wired
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and wireless networks (including ad-hoc and sensor networks). NS-2 simulator is often
categorized as a ‘packet network simulator’, as it was designed to simulate this kind of
computer networks. NS-2 requires the user to implement his logic, which operates on NS-2
framework in the area of protocols, network types, network elements and traffic models [27].
Dedicated Otcl language is proposed to model the desired architecture. Many papers propose
and discuss the extensions for NS-2 simulator, such as single and multiprocessor embedded
systems, sensor function models (SensorSim [29], RTNS [25], TOSSIM [26]), multicast flow
[30], and many others. OPNET is a commercial product intended to model network flows,
applications, devices, protocols and many other network elements. It provides many protocols
in a shape of source code, object-oriented and hierarchical modeling and graphical modeling
tools. NS-2 and OPNET simulators are similar by idea and were compared by authors of [31].
Authors of [32] compare results of a realtime scheduler and a simulator of a non-realtime
scheduler. Results showed that pure discrete simulation approach may be successfully
extended to make simulated network less ideal and therefore also closer to the real networks.

6. Concluding remarks
The distributed computation is a very efficient and promising approach to process
large amounts of data without generating high costs. Private volunteers around the world are
willing to contribute with their resources that combined into one virtual structure constitute a
large processing power available for computing common task. Traditional grids assume
central management, what is not efficient in the case when all (or most) system’s participants
are willing to get the complete result. In this paper we have proposed a distributed computing
system that optimizes both computations and transfers.
The system can use three kinds of network flows for data distribution: unicast, Peerto-Peer and anycast. In this paper we have described the structure of the proposed system,
suggested policies and technical details of the developed realtime simulation system. The use
of discrete realtime simulation is a very valuable approach to network optimization. It often
overcomes disadvantages of the static optimization. Unlike other network simulators, our
simulating system CDSim introduces possibility not only to model the network traffic, but
also the process of distributed computing. In the current form, CDSim allows to investigate
three types of network flows (unicast, Peer-to-Peer and anycast). Many network parameters
are considered and possible to investigate, also helping tools (like network generator) provide
efficient way to perform network simulations. We have focused not only on simulator itself,
but also on surroundings – input and output data, and possibility to make whole system
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efficient and flexible. We have used the CDSim to make experimental research, which
showed that the use of the P2P flow allows getting much lower OPEX costs comparing to
unicast and anycast flows, proving that flow flexibility is very important in distributed
computation systems. Moreover, we have shown that our distributed system significantly
outperforms the centralized approach.
As the future work, we propose to extend the computation system with new
constraints – like varied number of nodes and replica statuses changed during the simulation.
Other future directions are new decision policies that can be evaluated by using the CDSim
simulator.
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